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LOOKS WHO’S bringing in the NEW YEAR with
a BLAST!
Council Member Arletta Allen was
elected to the council on April 7, 2020, now proprietor and First Black “woman” owner of “A
*Spotlight
Family Affair Soulfood Kitchen” restaurant lo*January Member Meeting
cated in the heart of the Fond du Lac community.
*Black History Event
“We plan to prepare and serve food that speaks to
*Ishamon Harris Award
*Fundraiser/2021 Calendar our culture and the underserved demographics in
northeastern Wisconsin” (Fond du Lac Reporter,
* Ebony Vision CommenJanuary 2021).
tary/Pandemic
Arletta Allen, an Ebony Vision member
since 2013 has been “working hard to break barriers in the community,” she says, “I’m the first in
my family to own my home...8 years now! For
“14 years I'm the first Black woman to work in a
financial institution, first in the history as a Black
woman to serve on City Council, first Black
woman to own and operate her own restaurant,
“My 40th chapter; I find first nationally recognized award winner from
myself reflecting and
Community Action Programs nationwide, she
giving God glory and
includes, I'm the FIRST.” All of this done in the
honor for allowing me
Fond du Lac community.
such a journey. This
Arletta Allen also known as Pastor to her
journey has not been
easy but I believe I was Church Home; a graduate of Marian University
worth it...I'm happy to be carries a Bachelor's degree in Communications
alive for such a time as
with a minor in business communication.
this.”
“Soulfood has its own language, she wrote, that
– Arletta Allen
transcends cultural differences.” Being “founder
of a non-profit dedicated to helping young girls
build confidence and value education,” we at Ebony Vision Salute her in her future endeavors.
Inside this issue:
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Ebony Vision’s
Member Meeting
January 11, 2021

“Diversity and inclusion are about giving
value to every human being, no matter our differences.”
– Unknown

Visit our website:
www.ebonyvisionfdl.org
Like us on:

Ebony Vision's member meetings
have been successful in sharing the community's outlooks, goals and opportunities to
their members and meeting the people that
make up the very community we live and
operate in. This year while taking virtual
advantage Ebony Vision invited Karen Nelson of the City of Appleton.
Karen Nelson, working under Appleton, Wisconsin’s Mayor Jake Woodford;
has been Appleton's Diversity and Inclusion
Coordinator since 2017. While the City of
Appleton embraces and celebrates diversity
and inclusion, Ebony Vision is compatible
with this mission being their vision.
“Everything we do is driven by our missions: to build a better world by helping
every organization in the community whether it is done professionally or in the different entities of where we live, it becomes a great place to live.” Like Ebony Vision’s goals, each month they engage in building great relationships that foster partnerships and collaborations that will add value to humanity throughout the city of
Fond du Lac. Overall, practicing diversity and inclusiveness earns deeper trust and
more commitment culturally.

*History of “Diversity Training and Education in
the United States.”
“Many organizations, communities, military sectors,
and higher education institutions have been conducting some form of diversity education since the 1960s
in the United States. Businesses used diversity training in the late 1980s and
throughout the 90s to protect against and settle civil rights suits.”
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Ebony Vision’s Virtual Black History Event

“Change will not come if
we wait for some other
person or some other
time. We are the ones
we’ve been waiting for.
We are the change that
we seek. – Barack Obama

In reading up on Black History, we find
“journalist strives for objectivity and impartiality when
we question and or portray the world around us. We
rarely turn the lens on ourselves. At a time when concerns about the persistence of the racial divide simmer
across the country, it is worth considering how we depicted African-Americans” (Swarns, p. VII, 2017), in
past years, being erased from thoughts and made invisible.
Visit our website:
www.ebonyvisionfdl.org
Like us on:

This year’s Black History Theme projected on
“The Black Family: Representation, Identity, and Diversity” discussing the joy of the black family and how
they have survived their struggles and strengthened
themselves since the beginning of time. To paraphrase
a timeless quote “Black history is America’s history,”
we honor the Black family by “remembering the onset
of the slave trade from Africa being torn apart, every
member treated as a commodity, spirituals in the cotton
fields arose out of a cry for the nuclear family and a
need to deal with the enormous pain of perpetual physical abuse as a result of unimaginable labor conditions.
Let us never forget.”
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2021 Ishamon Harris Community Love Award
GOES TO…Antonio Godfrey Sr!/February 2021

“I have learned over the
years that when one’s
mind is made up, this diminishes fear; knowing
what must be done does
away with fear.”
– Rosa Parks

The Ishamon Harris Community Love award started in 2013 when he left
"You’re not obligated to this world for a better place. Being a firm believer in community involvement,
win. You’re obligated to Ishamon A. Harris felt by giving of yourself continuously; always willing to give a
keep trying to do the best
helping hand and not expecting anything in return except only the satisfaction that
you can every day.”
– Marian Wright Edelman someone in need was given help is what it’s all about. "It’s all about community,
pouring your LOVE in it and how you can give back!"
Visit our website:
www.ebonyvisionfdl.org
Like us on:

With the Leadership of Ebony Vision’s President Daisy Frazier, she came in
tune with Antonio Godfrey, previously board member then taking reins of Vice
President and Director of Men of Vision Mentoring Program. With starting a mentoring program from scratch meant finding people who were passionate about helping others and Vice President Antonio Godfrey was the right fit.
2020 being a devastating year for the world, Antonio kept his visions with
bright positive ideas, while moving constantly forward in the different directions
wearing hats with being a Board Member of Life Enforcement, Board Member of
Core Ambassadors for Change, Member of CSI Element 1 Committee and his recent
position School Board Member; wearing this hat for the history books in being the
first black to sit on the board in the Fond du Lac community. Congratulations, Antonio Godfrey Sr.
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BLACK HISTORY FUNDRAISER; RAISING AWARNESS
February 2021
“When asked what was defined American culture in the early twenty-first century, many might point
“I have come to believe
over and over again that to the destruction of New York’s World Trade Center
what is most important to towers, the U.S. led war in Iraq, and Hurricane Katrina
me must be spoken, made in the Gulf coast states; such events reveal painful
verbal and shared, even paradox” (Lauter, p. 3573, n.d.). The COVID-19 Panat the risk of having it
demic and the George Floyd incident revealed racism
bruised or misunderstood. brought on a new “found” definition with a loud cul– Audre Lorde
tural voice spreading throughout the Fond du Lac
community.
"I think education is
power. I think that being
able to communicate with
people is power. One of
my main goals on the
planet is to encourage
people to empower themselves.” – Oprah Winfrey

Visit our website:
www.ebonyvisionfdl.org
Like us on:

During these devastated changes, Ebony Vision’s wheels start turning in a more positive, yet dramatic force of connection with the community at hand.
Along with Ebony Vision and other community organizations; everyone helped as one team. Leaders of
the various organizations walked, zoomed, met following all person to person guidelines. In other words,
they didn’t stand in one spot.

Ebony Vision’s President, Daisy Frazier sponsored with vigorous energy in maintaining leadership
direction to those who would listen and stand with her
in a sentimental and knowledgeable 2021 Black History Calendar Fundraiser. The Fundraiser could not
have come at a better time such as this to add on a
positive awareness and be a momentum for adults
young and old to pass on to their children.
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Ebony Vision Commentary...after the Pandemic
ONE YEAR AGO this month
March 2020-21
One year ago, we began to go to war; washing
of the hands and in response to the killing of George
Floyd, racism surfaced. “We were told to keep our
hands away from our faces — keep them from people
“You might find out more
and banisters and elevator buttons and other destinaabout how we’re alike
tions toward which they were naturally inclined.”
than different.”
– Tracy Abler/United For When many could not “stay home” they wore masks
and went on peace walks...in all nations. People took to
Diversity President
the streets to express the need for police reform and
racial equality. Many held signs that read "Black Lives
Matter," while others kneeled.“For all the uncertainty
UP & COMING EVENT and terror that greeted the arrival of the Coronavirus,
there was certain clarity to the early protocols.”
After so much tragedy, we seem to be getting
closer to the point of “normalcy.” The aftermath of the
lockdown reversion to ordinary routines, the Fond du
Lac community atmosphere has allowed it’s people to
be more in a state of “relaxing rules, probably because
of progression in vaccinations and because people are
experiencing extreme fatigue,’’ (Emanuela Taioli, director of Translational Epidemiology at Mount Sinai).

Visit our website:
www.ebonyvisionfdl.org

Like us on:

Ebony Vision would like to thank all supporters, friends, neighbors in the Fond du Lac community
for being strong, following guidelines, taking care of
each other in this past year and to include the, Nurses,
Doctors, Grocery store employees, Delivery drivers,
Warehouse workers, First responders, 211 operators
and Foodbank volunteers. “There are so many people
who are on the frontlines of the covid-19 outbreak.
They continue to help keep our community safe and
the world running. To honor and celebrate their ongoing sacrifice, let’s say thank you!” – United Way

